I CAN DO IT
Positive, Fun, Self-esteem Songs For KIDZ

This CD is a must for all parents and teachers who desire for
their children to grow up with an attitude of joy and love, and
with a great positive I CAN attitude. It is filled with amazing
positive, fun songs for KIDZ from newborns 0 - 9. Why from
newborns? This is because babies begin to take in ALL
thoughts immediately, as soon as they are born. They are
WIDE open to all that we say and all that they hear, and then
these things become their belief systems as adults.
What we feed our children's minds creates WHO they will be
as adults. It is OUR responsibility to help children grow up
without all of the hangs ups and negativity we have all had to
work so hard to release as adults. Michele Blood has also
been wise enough to go a step further and have beautiful
little animals speak before each song and educate the KIDZ a
bit more about our beautiful animals from all over the world.
There is Joey the baby Kangaroo from Australia, Little Lee
the baby Panda from China, beautiful Carlos the baby Coqui
Frog from Puerto Rico, Mr. Purr the baby Bengal Tiger from
India, Goldie the baby Dove of Love, and many other
wonderful baby animals that will be talking to the children
and giving them uplifting and fun self-esteem messages to
introduce each wonderful song.
===========================================================================
I want to thank Judy from CosmiKids™ for the inspiration to record I CAN DO IT SELF- ESTEEM FOR
KIDZ MUSIC. Judy has started CosmiKids™ education centers. CosmiKids™ is a dynamic, enlightening
education and enrichment program that is built around proven philosophies and empowering life
principles. The foundation of the program is a rich, balanced and flexible curriculum. Time-honored
teaching methods are utilized that support self-empowerment, optimal health and a reverence for
humanity. Visit www.cosmikids.org • Email: judy@cosmikids.org • Phone: 760-438-0143
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Track 3: I CAN DO IT
©Michele and Joey the Baby Kangaroo from Australia
I can be a dancer
I can be a star
Anything we dream of
Is really who we are
Chorus: Because I can do it
and you can do it
Love life and be free
Oh, I can do it
and you can do it
Be all that we can be
Thoughts that I am thinking
are filled with lots of love
And bring us little children
the good from up above
Chorus Repeat
Joey Rap: Think of what can be done
Instead of what has been
The universe is calling us
to live out every dream
Begin today to change our thoughts
Change our thoughts with love
Thoughts of who we really are
because you know what
We can do it
I can do anything I want to do
and so can you boys and girls
Spoken:
I can do it (2 times)
You can do it (2 times)
Live life and be free (2 times)
Chorus (2 times)

Track 5: I AM LOVE

©Michele and Goldie the Dove of Love

I am love
I am love
Filled with the sunshine
and stars above
I am love
I am love
I am intelligent and I am loving
I am love
YES I am love

Track 7: I AM STRONG AND BEAUTIFUL

©Michele and John and Mr. Purr the Baby Bengal Tiger from India

I am strong, I am beautiful
I am strong, I am beautiful
I only attract good in my life
I only attract good in my life
I am intelligent
I am loving
I am strong and I am beautiful
I only attract good in my life

Track 9: I LOVE MY FAMILY
©Michele and Miss Lee the baby Panda Bear from China
I love my family
I love them all
I give my love to them
And then I love them some more
We always laugh and play
Each night and every day
I love my family
And this love will stay
We hug and kiss goodnight
And sleep in love’s light
I dream of love and joy
For every girl and boy
I love my family
I love them all
I give my love to them
And then I love them some more

Track 11: I AM A MIRACLE
©Michele

and Colleen the Irish Setter Puppy

Miracles are happening
Happening to me to me
Right now and every day
A miracle I see
I am a miracle
Yes I am a miracle
I am a beautiful child of God
made from love
and
I Am a Miracle

Track 13: I AM PERFECT
©Michele

and Carlos the Beautiful frog from Puerto Rico

I am perfect
I am perfect
I am now being who I am
because I am perfect
Yes, I am perfect in every way
I love who I am
I am perfect
I am smart
I am unique
I am beautiful
and
A PERFECT CHILD
I AM PERFECT

Track 15: I LIVE TO LOVE AND ALWAYS FORGIVE

©Michele and Baby Orangutang from Malaysia

I live to love and always forgive
I Always forgive, I always forgive
I only speak the truth that I live
and I always forgive
I love everyone and everything
and always remember forgiveness is important
That's why I live to love and always forgive
YES I FORGIVE and LOVE EVERYONE
because we are all unique and special

Track 17: I AM DIVINE LOVE
©Michele and Divine the Coyote Puppy from North America

Divine love lives in me
Shining right through
for all to see
Divine love brings to me
inner peace and harmony
I am divine love
Divine love lives in me
Shining right through
for all to see
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